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Vandals
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John Russett
NEWS EDITOR
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Jim Graves speaks to students about his views on student loans, tuition and his campaign against Michele Bachmann.

Mr. Graves goes to St. Cloud
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Graves focused primarily on students during his
visit to SCSU and how he would help ease student
loan debt.

Atwood updates
coming in spring
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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University Drive will be closed July 23 through August 5.

University Drive closing
John Russett
NEWS EDITOR
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HOUSING

HOUSING
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HOUSING

1 & 2 BEDROOMS
Starting at $485 per month
10 or 12 month leases
Free Heat & Basic Cable
Call for a tour!
320-654-8300

SPECIAL OFFER!
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Single Rooms Starting
at $250/month
Call Lynette today
320-217-4115

FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual Leases just
$285/RM
Super Close to Campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115

1,2,3 &4 BD
AVAILABLE!
Free Heat, Water & Garbage
FREE Basic Cable!!!
On Busline!!!
Call today 320-654-8300

FREE INTERNET/
CABLE/HEAT!
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Call for specials
320-259-9673
www.ivyapartments.com

3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!
3 & 4 Beds
320-259-9673
www.ivyaparetments.com
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the Sixth District. Since her
ÅZ[\KWVOZM[[QWVITMTMK\QWV
in 2006 she has garnered
attention, both positive
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage 1
IVLVMOI\Q^MWVUIVa
issues. Her recent allegations against Representative
ference several students
3MQ\P-TTQ[WVIVL0]UI
were given the chance to
Abedin, aid to Secretary of
voice their opinions on
State Hillary Clinton, has
tuition costs. One student
brought negative attention
spoke about paying for
NZWU\PM,MUWKZI\QK8IZ\a
his own school and how
and the Republican Party.
LQNÅK]T\Q\Q[\WI\\MUX\\W
“There is a real dire
_WZS_PQTMUIQV\IQVQVOI
need
for good representasteady grade point average.
tion
in
the Sixth District
0M_MV\WV\WKWUUMV\WV
that
isn’t
here right now
PW_QV[WUMKI[M[Q\Q[IK\]under
the
current repreITTaUWZMXZWÅ\IJTM\W\ISM
sentation,
or
lack thereof,
a job overseas.
of
Representative
Michele
“The best way to do
*IKPUIVVº/ZI^M[[IQL
that is to invest in capital
*ZILa0IOO[\ZWU
infrastructure, which is our
NWZUMZ;+;=[\]LMV\IVL
people, and backstop those
KIUXIQOVIQL\W/ZI^M[
loans with full faith credit,”
spoke about why he chose
Graves said.
Graves also spoke about to support his run for conOZM[[UIV
several hot-button issues
“Many of his businesses
such as the Patient ProtecIZM]VQWVQbMLº0IOO[\ZWU
tion and Affordable Care
said. “He believes in the
Act. Though the bill is still
being written, several issues worker. He believes in takIZMWN KWVKMZV7VMQUXWZ- ing care of people and not
[Y]MMbQVO\PMUIZOQV[
tant thing is to look closely
;+;=[\]LMV\IVLNWZI\KWUXMV[I\QWVQVZMQUUMZ;\]LMV\/W^MZVUMV\
J]Z[MUMV\[KPML]TM[_PQKP
[PW]TLJM\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\W [MVI\WZ)UIVLI*IZLWVVMZ
IVW]\KWUMJI[MLKWUXMV- also spoke about Graves’s
^Q[Q\\WWVKIUX][
[I\QWV[a[\MU/ZI^M[IT[W
“There’s also a chalsaid there needs to be transTMVOM\WC/ZI^M[E\WKWUM
parency prevention in order
when there are students
to bend the cost curve.
here,” Bardonner said.
Another issue Graves
KWUUMV\MLWV_I[VI\QWVIT ¹1\¼[ITTOZMI\\WKWUMQV
\PM[]UUMZIVLUISMI
LMÅKQ\0M[IQL\PI\IKpresence, but there weren’t
KW]V\IJQTQ\aQ[QUXWZ\IV\
UIVa[\]LMV\[CI\\PMXZM[[
_PMVPIVLTQVOLMÅKQ\
conference]... They should
spending. He also said one
WN \PMUIQVZMI[WV[NWZ\PM KWUM_PMV[KPWWT[\IZ\[
and actually engage the
housing bubble-burst was
student voters.”
JMKI][MOW^MZVUMV\\WWS
Graves will be running
away proprietary investing
IOIQV[\*IKPUIVVNWZ\PM
NZWUJIVS[IVLQV^M[\UMV\
Sixth Congressional District
housing.
¹1JMTQM^MQVLMÅKQ\VM]- on Nov. 6. Graves urged all
students able to vote to get
\ZITTMOQ[TI\QWVNWZ\PMUW[\
out and vote.
part,” Graves said. “There
“You always bring
IZM\QUM[_MVMML\WQVRMK\
ZMX]JTQKIV[IVLLMUWKZI\[
KIXQ\ITQV\W\PM[a[\MU[W
together when you go to the
we don’t go into a depresbank,” Graves said. “You
sion.”
One of Graves’s biggest don’t care who they are.”
WJ[\IKTM[Q[*IKPUIVV
current Congressperson of
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Graves

Bridge
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage 1

QV^WT^MUMV\\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aPI[_Q\P\PMZMXIQZ
work being done to both bridges.
¹1LWV¼\[MMIVa;\+TW]L;\I\MC=VQ^MZ[Q\aE
QV^WT^MUMV\º<WUW^QK[IQL
;+;=LWM[VW\PI^MILQZMK\XIZ\QVIVaWN \PM
work which is scheduled to be done other than workQVO_Q\P\PMKQ\a\WUISM[]ZM\PMZMIZMVWUIRWZ
events taking place during the road closure, she said.
The work, which is scheduled to take place durQVO\PMVM`\\_W_MMS[_I[[WUM\PQVO_PQKP_I[
planned before parts of the pedestrian bridge fell on
\W=VQ^MZ[Q\a,ZQ^M
<WUW^QK[IQL_PMV\PMKQ\aQV[XMK\ML\PMJZQLOM
KZW[[QVO=VQ^MZ[Q\a,ZQ^MTI[\aMIZ_Q\P5V,7<\PM
TWW[MKWVKZM\MWV\PMJZQLOM_I[VW\MLIVLUIQV\M-

Atwood
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage 1

structure updates to the building. BathZWWU[WV\PMUIQVÆWWZ_QTTJMUW^ML\W
JMKTW[MZ\WOM\PMZI[_MTTI[JMUWZM^Q[Qble. Many of the sewer drains, which have
not been updated since the the building’s
KWV[\Z]K\QWVQV!_QTTJM]XLI\ML
Atwood will also undergo deferred
UIQV\MVIVKM_PQKPQVKT]LM[\PMZMKWVstruction of several tuck-points. TuckXWQV\[IZMXTIKM[JM\_MMV\PMUWZ\IZ
and concrete of a building that no longer
M`XIVLWZKWV\ZIK\_Q\P\PM\MUXMZI\]ZM
due to age.
The planned budget was brought to
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Jim Graves meets with the press at SCSU to talk about issues, such as tuition,
[\]LMV\LMJ\VI\QWVITLMÅKQ\IVL\PM]XKWUQVOMTMK\QWV

VIVKM_I[XTIVVMLNWZ[WUM\QUM\PQ[[]UUMZ
<PM\MUXMZI\]ZM[\PQ[[]UUMZXTIaMLIZWTMQV
\PMNITTQVOKWVKZM\MNZWU\PMJZQLOM
¹=VNWZ\]VI\MTa_Q\P\PMPQOP\MUXMZI\]ZM[ILLQ\QWVITXQMKM[WN KWVKZM\MNMTTº<WUW^QK[IQL
<PMKQ\aWN ;\+TW]LXMZNWZU[QV[XMK\QWV[M^MZa
other year, which is stipulated by state law, she said,
IVL\PMVM`\QV[XMK\QWV[_QTT\ISMXTIKMQV
The work on the bridges will be done by Mn,7<IVL\PM[KPML]TM_I[KWWZLQVI\ML_Q\P;+;=
\WUISM[]ZMQ\_W]TLVW\QV\MZNMZM_Q\PIVaWN \PM
UIRWZM^MV\[\ISQVOXTIKMWVKIUX][L]ZQVO\PM[]UUMZWZ_Q\PUW^MQV_MMSMVL
The loose concrete will be sandblasted and a new
layer of concrete will be applied with a protective
coating to help keep the new concrete intact.
“[MnDOT] will be painting with a special paint
\WOQ^MXZW\MK\QWVº<WUW^QK[IQL
The bridge crossing the Mississippi River will also
JM]VLMZOWQVOZMXIQZ[L]ZQVO\PM\_W_MMS[=VQ^MZsity Drive will be closed.
The project is expected to cost between $15,000

;\]LMV\/W^MZVUMV\QV)XZQT\W
be approved. After heated discussion be\_MMV;/UMUJMZ[IJ]LOM\_I[ÅVITTa
IXXZW^MLNWZ UQTTQWV\PW]OPKW[\[
M[\QUI\M[Z]VIZW]VL UQTTQWV
¹C;\]LMV\/W^MZVUMV\EN]TTa[]XXWZ\[
\PQ[XZWRMK\º[IQL2IZZWL?QOOQV[;/
president. “We are excited to see all the
things Atwood has to offer in one large
UMM\QVO[XIKMº
<PQ[Q[VW\\PMÅZ[\)\_WWLXZWRMK\QV
ZMKMV\aMIZ[1VI[QOVQÅKIV\TaTIZOMZ
XZWRMK\[]ZNIKML\PI\_W]TLPI^MKW[\ 
UQTTQWVIVLQVKZMI[ML\]Q\QWVJa XMZ
credit. This renovation would have built a
TIZOM\PMI\MZKWUXTM`WV\PM_M[\[QLMWN 
the building. If this project was put into
UW\QWV[\]LMV\\]Q\QWVKW]TLPI^MJMMV
QVKZMI[MLI[U]KPI[ XMZKZMLQ\
This proposal was voted down by
[\]LMV\[ \W
Another renovation was put forward

and $20,000 and the pedestrian bridge will take close
\W\PZMMLIa[\WKWUXTM\M
<PM_WZSWV=VQ^MZ[Q\a*ZQLOM_QTT\ISMKTW[M
\WÅ^MLIa[<WUW^QK[IQLILLQVO5V,7<_QTT
ITTW_\PMU[MT^M[_WZSQVOLIa[\WKWUXTM\MJW\P
projects.
<WUW^QK[IQL\PMZM_I[TMISIOMIVLLZIQVIOM
underneath the joints on the bridge which will be
replaced. All of the work which will be done was
XTIVVMLNWZ\PQ[[]UUMZIN\MZ\PMQV[XMK\QWV[L]ZQVO
2011.
<PMKQ\a_QTTXZW^QLMITTWN \PM\ZINÅK[]XXWZ\L]ZQVO\PMKTW[]ZMWN =VQ^MZ[Q\a,ZQ^M
The First Avenue bridge is also included in this
ZMXIQZXZWRMK\IVL_QTTJMKWUXTM\ML_Q\PQV\PM[IUM
\QUMNZIUM<WUW^QK[IQL
<PMZMIZMUIVaW\PMZZWILXZWRMK\[_PQKPVMML
\WJMKWUXTM\MLIVLIZMWV\PM[KPML]TM<WUW^QK
[IQLIVL\PMa_QTTJMKWUXTM\ML_PMV5V,7<¼[
schedule allows.

in 2011. This project would also feature a
theater and lounge area and would have
KW[\ UQTTQWV;\]LMV\\]Q\QWV_W]TL
PI^MJMMVQVKZMI[ML XMZKZMLQ\
This proposal was voted down by
[\]LMV\[!\W!
When the current renovation budget
_I[JZW]OP\\W\PM;/ÆWWZQ\_I[IT[W
^W\MLLW_V\_QKMJMNWZMÅVITZM^Q[QWV[
_MZMUILM
Though renovations to Atwood have
JMMV\W]OP\WUISMQV\PMXI[\ILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M[\INN Q[ILIUIV\IJW]\]XLI\QVO
the building while keeping a larger goal
KWV[\IV\TaQVUQVL
¹?MIZMVW\JIKSQVOWNN WN \PQ[UI[\MZ
XTIVº[IQL>W[
Construction on Atwood is scheduled
to begin in February or March, depending
WV\QUMM[\QUI\M[<PMXZWRMK\_QTTJMN]TTa
KWUXTM\MLJa.ITT[MUM[\MZ

807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<+47=,;<)<--,=

8ZMLM[QOVQTT][\ZI\QWV[NWZ)\_WWL[PW_\PMQV\MZQWZJMQVOUWZMWXMVNWZ[\]LMV\[\WQV\MZIK\

Flowers
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beauty and that is why
\PMaLMMUQ\VMKM[[IZa\W
LM[\ZWa\PMÆW_MZ[
They want to destroy it
because they can’t understand it, he said.
“There are people who
are obsessed with destroying
pretty things,” Steffes said.
)T\PW]OP[WUMWN \PM
plants have been destroyed
and nothing has been done
about it so far, Steffes isn’t
going to let that ruin the
way he goes about his job.
¹1¼U[\QTTOWQVO\WOW\W
a greenhouse and see what
1KIVÅVL1¼U[\QTTOWQVO\W
\ZaIVLXTIV\CUWZMÆW_ers],” he said.
=VNWZ\]VI\MTaPM[IQL
_Q\P\PMIUW]V\WN XTIVning that goes into each
ÆW_MZXW\IVLÆW_MZJML
_PMV[WUM\PQVOWN \PQ[[WZ\
\ISM[XTIKMUIVa\QUM[\PMZM
_QTTVWTWVOMZJMUIVaWN 
\PMÆW_MZ[PMXTIVVMLNWZ
I^IQTIJTMNZWU\PMOZMMVhouse.
After 20 years of being
WV\PM;+;=KIUX][;\MNNM[
said there has been no real
Æ]K\]I\QWV_Q\P\PMIUW]V\
WN ^IVLITQ[UWVKIUX][
[IaQVOQ\PI[ZMUIQVMLKWV[\IV\L]ZQVO\PM\QUMPMPI[
been here.

Faculty Adviser
5QKPIMT>ILVQM
Editor
5WTTa?QTTU[
+WXa,M[S5IVIOMZ
4I]ZMV?QTTU[
Online Editor
Meg Iserloth
New Media Editor
4MIP+IZZ
News Editor
2WPV:][[M\\
)[[\6M_[-LQ\WZ
2WM-LUWVL[
Visuals Editor
;P]V2QMAWVO
)[[\>Q[]IT[-LQ\WZ
AI[UQV<KPUWTI
Sports & Fitness Editor
5IZS;KPZWU
*][QVM[[5IVIOMZ
Sandesh Malla
/ZIXPQK,M[QOVMZ
Karly Herrera
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Corrections

<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQKTM
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
X]JTQ[P\PMUW[\IKK]ZI\M
QVNWZUI\QWVJ]\_MIZM
XZWVM\WP]UIVUQ[\ISM[
We will correct any errors
WN NIK\WZUQ[[XMTTMLVIUM[
XZWUX\Ta+ITT  _Q\P
any corrections.
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Construction needs better planning
Mark Schrom
SPORTS EDITOR

?MITTSVW_[]UUMZQ[\PMWNÅKQIT[MI[WVWN KWV[\Z]K\QWVIVL1IU[QKSWN Q\
1KIV¼\[\IVLQ\IVaTWVOMZ
-^MZa\]ZV1\ISM1KIV¼\I^WQLQ\<PMKTW[QVOWV
\P\PMKWV[\Z]K\QWVWVPQOP_Ia\PMXMLM[\ZQIV
JZQLOMWVLQ^Q[QWV\PMXMLM[\ZQIVJZQLOMWV=VQ^MZ[Q\a
Q[IJW]\\WJMÅ`MLIVLM^MZaZWIL[MMU[TQSMQ\¼[JMQVO

Worth 100 Words
1¼U \QZML WN  [MMQVO \PM [IUM IK\WZ[
NMI\]ZMLQVUW^QM[
,QZMK\WZ[TQSM<QU*]Z\WVIVL+PZQ[\WXPMZ 6WTIV IZM KPIUXQWV[ WN  \PQ[
KZIN\
,WV¼\ OM\ UM _ZWVO 1 \PQVS +PZQ[\WXPMZ 6WTIV Q[ I .)*=47=; LQZMK\WZ J]\ PM ][ML I\ TMI[\ Å^M .1>- WN 
\PM [IUM IK\WZ[ QV ¹<PM ,IZS 3VQOP\
:Q[M[ºI[PMLQLQV¹1VKMX\QWVº
)VL<QU*]Z\WVKWUMWV?MSVW_
aW]¼ZM UIZZQML \W 0MTMVI *WVPIU
+IZ\MZIVLQ\¼[WJ^QW][aW]PI^MIUIV
KZ][PWV2WPVVa,MXX
1TW^M\PMQZUW^QM[IVL1LWTW^MMIKP
IVLM^MZaIK\WZJM[QLM[*WVPIU+IZ\MZJ]\XTMI[MTM\¼[[MM[WUMVM_NIKM[
Lauren Willms
Copy Desk Manager

<PMWXQVQWV[M`XZM[[MLWV\PM
7XQVQWV[XIOMIZMVW\
VMKM[[IZQTa\PW[MWN \PMKWTTMOM
]VQ^MZ[Q\a[a[\MUWZ[\]LMV\JWLa

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
Email
MLQ\WZ(]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
Mail
;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L
56

ZMXI^ML
1]VLMZ[\IVL\PMVMML\WÅ`M^MZa\PQVOIVL\PI\
KWV[\Z]K\QWVQ[VMKM[[IZaNWZ\PMKWUU]VQ\a0W_M^MZ1
\PQVS\PMaKW]TLWZOIVQbMQ\_IaJM\\MZ
1[_MIZ\PMaLQ^MZ\\_WWZ\PZMMLM\W]Z[\W\PM[IUM
ZWIL
1TQSM\W\PQVS1LZQ^MINIQZTaVQKMKIZ1SMMXQ\KTMIV
WVI_MMSTaJI[Q[IVL1PI^MIVWJ[M[[QWV_Q\PVW\OM\\QVO[KZI\KPM[
?PMV\PMaWQTIVL\IZZWIL[\WZMXI^M\PM[]ZNIKM
IVLLWV¼\[P]\LW_V\PMZWILQ\LZQ^M[UMKZIba
AW]IT_Ia[PI^M\WLZQ^M[]XMZ[TW_QVI[QVOTMÅTM
TQVM<PMKIZQVNZWV\WN aW]Q[SQKSQVO]X\PMNZM[PTaTIQL
OZI^MTI\aW]ZKIZ)VL\PMPW\WQTQ[VMIZTaQUXW[[QJTM\W
ZMUW^MWNN WN aW]ZNMVLMZ[IVLZQU[
<PM_WZ[\XIZ\Q[\PI\\PMVM_ZWIL[]ZNIKMXZWJIJTa_WV¼\[]Z^Q^M\PM_QV\MZIVL_M¼TTJM[\]KS_Q\P\PQ[
IOIQVVM`\aMIZ6W\\WUMV\QWVITTWN \PMJ]UXaLQZ\
[]ZNIKM[aW]PI^M\WKZMMXW^MZ_PMVaW]LZQ^MIKIZ

_Q\PTW_KTMIZIVKM\W\PMOZW]VL
1¼^MPMIZLPWZZWZ[\WZQM[WN KZI[PM[\PI\PIXXMVML
QVIKWV[\Z]K\QWVIZMII[_MTT)NZQMVL_I[JMQVOTMIL
JaKWV[\Z]K\QWV_WZSMZ[LW_VIZWIL\PI\PILJMMVZML]KML\WWVMTIVM?PQTMKIZ[_MV\LW_V\PMZWILKIZ[
I\\PMW\PMZMVL_MZM[]XXW[ML\WJMPMTL]X<PQ[_I[
VW\\PMKI[M#\PMKWV[\Z]K\QWV_WZSMZ[PILJW\PTIVM[
WN \ZINÅKUW^QVOLW_VIWVM_IaTMILQVO[\ZIQOP\\WIV
IKKQLMV\
5aNZQMVLPIL[WUMWVMLZQ^QVOLQZMK\TaI\PQUIVL
PILVW_PMZM\W[_MZ^MIVL_PMVPM[\MXXMLWV\PM
JZISM[PM_I[ZMIZMVLMLIVLJW\PTIVM[WN \ZINÅK_MZM
JZW]OP\\WILMILPIT\_PQTMKWV[\Z]K\QWV_WZSMZ[IVL
XWTQKMWNÅKMZ[LMIT\_Q\P\PMNZ][\ZI\QVO[Q\]I\QWV
1N \PMZM_W]TLPI^MJMMVJM\\MZKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ\
_W]TLPI^MVM^MZPIXXMVMLQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKMTM\ITWVM
QN \PMaPILR][\KTW[MLLW_V\PMZWIL
1R][\IUNML]X_Q\PQ\1KIV¼\JMTQM^M1¼UIJW]\\W
[Ia\PQ[J]\1KIVVW\_IQ\]V\QT_QV\MZ

Colorado violence should
raise mental health awareness
JMKI][MQN PMPIL_IV\MLIO]VPM
_W]TLPI^MOW\\MVWVMZMOIZLTM[[WN 
TMOITQ\a
AW]\PQVSIXMZ[WV_PWQ[_QTTQVO
\WSQTTIVLQVR]ZMLWbMV[WN XMWXTM
_WZZQM[IJW]\WJ\IQVQVOIO]VTMOITTa'
?PI\¼[UWZMQ\\]ZV[W]\PQ[
IXIZ\UMV\_I[ZQOOML_Q\PM`XTW[Q^M[
<PQ[Q[VW\IXMZ[WV_PW[\IVL[WV
Molly Willms
KMZMUWVa
?PQKPJZQVO[UM\W\PMZMITQ[[]M"
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
LQIOVW[Q[IVL\ZMI\UMV\WN UMV\IT
LQ[WZLMZ[
<PM\ZIOMLaQV+WTWZILWQ[I\WVKM
<PQ[XMZ[WV_I[IXZMUMLQKIT
]VNWZ\]VI\MIVL\MZZQNaQVO
[KPWWT[\]LMV\0M[XMV\KTI[[\QUM
1_WSM]XIN\MZUaW_VJW]\WN 
IZW]VLXMWXTM_PW[MRWJQ\_I[\W
UQLVQOP\*I\_I\KPQVO\WPMIZ\PM
ZMKWOVQbM\PM[QOV[WN UMV\ITQTTVM[[
VM_[[\WZa5aZWWUUI\MIVLJM[\
IVL\ISMIXXZWXZQI\MIK\QWV
NZQMVL[XMV\\PMUWZVQVOXIVQKSQVO"
1IUQVVW_IaJTIUQVO\PM
PMPI[NIUQTa\PI\I\\MVL[\PI\\PMI\MZ [KPWWT¼[NIK]T\aWZ[\INN NWZVW\
ZMO]TIZTa\PMa¼ZMÅVM
PMILQVO0WTUM[WNN I\\PMXI[[1¼U
1LQLV¼\LQ[[MK\\PM[\WZa1LQLV¼\
JTIUQVO\PMTIKSWN I_IZMVM[[I\]VQ[MIZKPNWZIPIVOMZNWZ\PMJTIUM1
^MZ[Q\QM[IVL_WZSXTIKM[IJW]\_PI\
LQLV¼\KZMI\MM`XMK\I\QWV[WN \PMKWU- KWV[\Q\]\M[IUMV\ITLQ[WZLMZIVL_PI\
U]VQ\aWZOW^MZVUMV\1R][\OI\PMZML \WLWIJW]\IXMZ[WV_PWUIaPI^M
ITT\PMQVNWZUI\QWV1KW]TLIVLNMT\
WVM
[IL
<PMZMIZMNM__Ia[IXMZ[WVQVI
;W1_I[[]ZXZQ[ML_PMV1PMIZL
XW[Q\QWVWN I]\PWZQ\aKIVILLZM[[IXW\PI\\PMQVKQLMV\JZW]OP\]X\PMQ[[]M \MV\QITUMV\ITXZWJTMU1[XMISNZWU
WN O]VKWV\ZWT
M`XMZQMVKM#1¼^MPILIKW_WZSMZWZ
1\MVL\WNI^WZ[\ZQK\MZO]VKWV\ZWT \_W_PWPI[ITUW[\KMZ\IQVTaVMMLML
UMI[]ZM[QVOMVMZITJ]\QV\PQ[QVUMV\ITM^IT]I\QWV*]\\W_PWU
[\IVKM\PMQ[[]MWN O]VKWV\ZWTVM^MZ
[PW]TL1OW'
M^MVKIUMQV\WUaPMIL
?MVMML\WJMOQVJaI[I[WKQM\a
;]ZM\PMO]aPILIO]V?PM\PMZ ZMUW^QVO\PM\IJWWIJW]\UMV\ITLQ[PMWJ\IQVMLQ\TMOITTaQ[QUUI\MZQIT
WZLMZ[)XMZ[WVWN I]\PWZQ\a[XMIS-

QVO\WI\Z][\MLXZWNM[[QWVITIJW]\I
KWVKMZV[PW]TLV¼\JM[MMVI[VW[aWZ
QV\Z][Q^M
?M[PW]TLI[XMWXTMQVI]\PWZQ\a
JMQVIOZMMUMV\\PI\[XMISQVO\WI
XZWNM[[QWVITQ[WVTaLWVMQVTMOQ\QUI\M
KI[M[WN KWVKMZVW^MZ\PMUMV\IT[\I\M
WN IVW\PMZXMZ[WV
?MITTVMML\W[\IZ\^QM_QVOUMV\IT
LQ[WZLMZ[I[_PI\\PMaIZM"LQ[MI[M[
<PMaIZM\PMMY]Q^ITMV\[WN KIVKMZ
IZ\PZQ\Q[WZQVÆ]MVbI<PMaKIVPIXXMV\WIVaWVMIVL\PMaZMY]QZM\ZMI\UMV\QVWZLMZNWZ\PMQZPW[\\W[]Z^Q^M
4M\UMZMXMI\"\PMaKIVPIXXMV\W
IVaWVM
<PMaLWVW\[QOVQNa_MISVM[[
WZNIQT]ZMWV\PMXIZ\WN XIZMV\[WZ
XIZ\VMZ[
<PMaLWVW\ZMÆMK\VMOI\Q^MTaWV
\PMXMZ[WV\PMaINNMK\
AW]_W]TLV¼\PM[Q\I\M\WIXXZWIKP
[WUMWVMQN aW]ZKW_WZSMZTWWSMLQTT
_Q\PNM^MZLQbbQVM[[WZXIQV
?M[PW]TLV¼\PM[Q\I\M\WZMXWZ\
_PMV[WUMWVMJMKWUM[_Q\PLZI_V
IK\[QZZI\QWVITTaWZ[\WX[MI\QVOWZ
[TMMXQVO
1N aW]LWV¼\\ZMI\IPMIZ\KWVLQ\QWVaW]¼ZMXW\MV\QITTaZQ[SQVOaW]Z
W_VTQNM
1N aW]LWV¼\\ZMI\IUMV\ITKWVLQ\QWVaW]¼ZMXW\MV\QITTaZQ[SQVOM^MZaWVM¼[TQNM

Quote of the Week

¹*MI]\a Q[ ]VJMIZIJTM LZQ^M[ ][
\WLM[XIQZWNNMZQVO][NWZIUQV]\M
\PMOTQUX[MWN IVM\MZVQ\a\PI\_M
[PW]TLTQSM\W[\ZM\KPW]\W^MZ\PM
_PWTMWN \QUMº
Albert Camus

Marquee
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Munsinger Clemens provides taste of culture at art fair
Molly Willms
EDITOR IN CHIEF

<PMOIZLMV[JMKIUMM^MVUWZMWN INMI[\
NWZ\PMMaM[I[TWKITIZ\RWQVML\PMÆW_MZ[I\\PM
)Z\.IQZQV\PM/IZLMV[WV<P]Z[LIa
¹1\ZMITTaJZQVO[\WOM\PMZ\_W_WZTL[WN IZ\
IVL\PMOIZLMV[;WaW]OM\ILQ^MZ[MXWX]TI\QWV\WOM\PMZº[IQL,IV5WVLTWKP;+;=
OZIL]I\MIVLWVMWN W^MZIZ\Q[\[[PW_KI[QVO
\PMQZ_IZM[I\\PMNIQZ
.WZPW]Z[KWUU]VQ\aUMUJMZ[[\ZWTTML
\PMOZW]VL[IVL\WWSQV[K]TX\]ZM[XIQV\QVO[
[\IQVMLOTI[[RM_MTZa_MI^QVOIVLUIVaW\PMZ
\aXM[WN TWKITTaUILMIZ\
0W[\MLJa\PM5]V[QVOMZ+TMUMV[*W\IVQKIT;WKQM\a<P]Z[LIa¼[NIQZ_I[\PM[Q`\P
IVV]ITOI\PMZQVOWN IZ\Q[\[IVLU][QKQIV[QV\PM
OIZLMV[
5WVLTWKPI;\+TW]LVI\Q^MIVL_I\MZ-

KWTWZTIVL[KIXMXIQV\MZ[IQLPMJMTQM^M[\PMNIQZ
Q[QUXWZ\IV\JMKI][MQ\UISM[IZ\I^IQTIJTM\W
M^MZaWVMQV\PMKWUU]VQ\a
¹1\PQVSQ\OQ^M[XMWXTM_PWUQOP\VW\VMKM[[IZQTaJM^Q[Q\QVOIZ\Q[\[¼M`PQJQ\[WZXMZNWZUIVKM[IVWXXWZ\]VQ\aQVIZMITTaKI[]IT[M\\QVOºPM
[IQL¹1\QVKZMI[M[IKKM[[\W\PMIZ\[º
<MTTa2IKS[WVIRM_MTMZ_WZS[N]TT\QUMI\
PQ[RWJI[IVIZ\Q[\
¹1[\IZ\MLW]\JaOWQVO\WÆMIUIZSM\[IVL
VW_1R][\LWQ\I[IN]TT\QUMRWJIVL1MVRWa
LWQVOQ\º2IKS[WV[IQL
*WZVIVLZIQ[MLQV6MOZQT2IUIQKI2IKS[WV
PI[JMMVUISQVORM_MTZaNWZW^MZaMIZ[0M
UW^ML\W5QVVM[W\IQV0M]VTQSM[WUM
WN \PMW\PMZIZ\Q[\[TQ^M[QV\PM;\+TW]LIZMI
0MI\\MVL[UIVaIZ\NIQZ[\PZW]OPW]\\PM
aMIZJ]\[Ia[\PQ[WVMQ[QUXWZ\IV\JMKI][M¹Q\
LWM[V¼\R][\LWITW\WN OWWLNWZUMJ]\Q\LWM[I
TW\WN OWWLNWZ\PMXMWXTMWN ;\+TW]LSVW_QVO

\PI\IO]aNZWU2IUIQKIQ[UISQVORM_MTZaº
1V\PMTW_MZOIZLMV[NWWL^MVLWZ[NZWU
\PM/WWL-IZ\P.WWL+W7XIVLTWKITKI\MZQVO
KWUXIVQM[[WTLNWWL_I\MZIVLITKWPWTQKJM^MZIOM[\WNIQZXI\ZWV[<PMOIZLMV[OQN\[PWXIT[W
NMI\]ZMLQKMKZMIUIVLW\PMZNWWLNWZ[ITMIVL
\PMOQN\[PWXQ\[MTN _I[WXMVIVLKZW_LMLNWZ
\PMTMVO\PWN \PMNIQZ
<PM]XXMZOIZLMV[IT[WNMI\]ZMLU][QKQIV[
\PZW]OPW]\\PMLIaQVKT]LQVO\_W^QWTQ[\[
)VIZ\Q[\QVZM[QLMVKMI\\PM8IZIUW]V\)Z\[
+MV\MZ_I[IT[WI\\PMNIQZ[PW_QVOPQ[_WZS
0MPW_M^MZ_I[KZMI\QVOI[PM_MV\[XMVLQVOU]KPWN \PMLIaUISQVOVM_XQMKM[WVI
XW\\MZa_PMMT
¹1ZMITTaTQSM\WUISMN]VK\QWVIT_WZS[\]NN 
aW]KIV][MM^MZaLIaº[IQL2WMT+PMZZQKWWN 
8IZIUW]V\)Z\[¹.]VK\QWVITIZ\_WZSPI[ZMITTa
JMMVXIaQVOUaZMV\\PI\¼[_PI\1¼^MJMMVIJTM
\W[]XXWZ\Ua[MTN _Q\Pº

+PMZZQKW¼[_WZSQ[ITTKZMI\MLQV\PMJI[MUMV\I\\PM8IZIUW]V\J]QTLQVO_PMZMPM
^WT]V\MMZ[QVM`KPIVOMNWZ[\]LQWZMV\IT
0Q[_WZSKIVJM[MMVQVIK\QWVI\\PM4WKIT
*TMVLKWNNMM[PWXQV;\2W[MXP_PW[MZ^M[ITT
\PMQZNWWLIVLLZQVSWV+PMZZQKW¼[XW\\MZa
+PMZZQKW^IT]M[TWKITIZ\NIQZ[I[IJZMIS
NZWU\PMVWZUNWZ\PMKWUU]VQ\a
¹1\OM\[XMWXTMWNN ,Q^Q[QWVSQVLWN I_Ia
NZWUITT\PMJQTTJWIZL[IVL\PMUITT[º+PMZZQKW
[IQL¹<PI\¼[WVM_Ia\W[PWXJ]\M^MZa\PQVO
PMZM_I[UILMJaPIVL[JaXMWXTMQV;\
+TW]Lº
<PMJ]aQVOQ[V¼\_PI\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\W+PMZZQKWMQ\PMZ·ILIa_ITSQVOIZW]VLIPIVL
XTIV\MLOIZLMVPM[IQLQ[JM\\MZ\PIV[XMVLQVO
\PMLIa_IVLMZQVOIVIQZKWVLQ\QWVMLLMXIZ\UMV\[\WZM
¹<PQ[Q[V¼\ZMITTaIJW]\[ITM[1\¼[UWZM\PIV
\PI\1\¼[LMMXMZ\PIV\PI\º

ARENA dance company showcases conversations in preview
Leah Carr
PERFORMANCE REVIEW

?PMV1ÅZ[\PMIZLIJW]\\PM
5IQV;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\Ja):-6)
,IVKM[1PILVWQLMI_PI\\WM`XMK\
0I^QVO[XMV\aMIZ[WN UaTQNM
QVLIVKMIVL[Q`I[IKPMMZTMILMZ1
I[[]UML1PIL[MMVR][\IJW]\M^MZa
[\aTMWN LIVKMXW[[QJTMI\[WUMXWQV\
WZIVW\PMZ
0W_M^MZ\PM5IQV;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\
_I[[WUM\PQVO\PI\[W]VLMLKWUXTM\MTaVM_\WUM
?PQTM[\IaQVOI\\PM+WTTMOMWN 
;IQV\*MVMLQK\):-6),IVKM[^Q[Q\ML\PM*Wa[IVL/QZT[+T]JIVL\PM
?PQ\VMa;MVQWZ+MV\MZQV;\+TW]L
)\JW\PXTIKM[\PMaKWVL]K\MLIVL
ZMKWZLMLQV\MZ^QM_[\PI\I[SMLXMWXTM

IJW]\\PM_Ia_MKWUU]VQKI\M_Q\P
WVMIVW\PMZ<PMVJI[MLWV\PM
QV\MZ^QM_[_Q\P\PW[MKPQTLZMVIVL
[MVQWZKQ\QbMV[\PMaKPWZMWOZIXPML
ZW]\QVM[\PI\_MZMI[1]VLMZ[\WWL
Q\UMIV\\WZMXZM[MV\_PI\_I[[IQL
IJW]\KWUU]VQKI\QWV
)[1MV\MZML\PM/WZMKSQ.IUQTa
<PMI\MZI\;\*MV[\PMÅZ[\\PQVO
\PI\[\Z]KSUM_I[\PMKI[]ITI\UW[XPMZMQV\PM\PMI\MZ,IVKMZ[_WZM
\aXQKITLIVKM_MIZVW\ÆI[PaMTIJWZI\MKW[\]UM[IVL5I\PM_2IVKbM_[SQIZ\Q[\QKLQZMK\WZIVLNW]VLMZWN 
):-6),IVKM[ZIVWV[\IOM\W\ITS
\W\PM[UITTI]LQMVKMI[QN PM_MZM
X]\\QVOWVI[PW_I\INIUQTaZM]VQWV
<PMÅZ[\NM_XQMKM[_PQKP_MZM
VW\XIZ\WN \PM5IQV;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\
[PW_KI[ML\PM\ITMV\[WN \PMLIVKMZ[

1_I[M`\ZMUMTaQUXZM[[MLJa\PMQZ
M`XZM[[Q^MVM[[IVL[\ZMVO\P
<PMQZ[\aTM_I[UWLMZVIVL
KWV\MUXWZIZa_PQKPKIVJMZMITTa
N]V\W_I\KP0W_M^MZI\\QUM[1
NMT\TQSM\PMa_MZM\ZaQVO\WWPIZL1
MVRWa_PMVXMZNWZUIVKM[\PZW_I
K]Z^MJITT·_PMV\PMaOW[WUM_PMZM
KWUXTM\MTa]VM`XMK\MLIVL\ISMaW]
Ja[]ZXZQ[M1KW]TL\MTT\PI\):-6)
,IVKM[_I[I\\MUX\QVO\WOW\PI\
ZW]\MIVLI\\QUM[\PMaX]TTMLQ\WNN 
[]KKM[[N]TTa<PMZM_MZMUWUMV\[
\PW]OP_PMV1\PW]OP\\PMQZ[\aTM
_I[ITQ\\TM\WWLZIUI\QKM^MVNWZ
UWLMZVLIVKM
.QVITTaQ\_I[\QUMNWZ\PMLIVKMZ[\WXMZNWZUW]Z[VMISXMMSWN 
\PM5IQV;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\+TQX[WN 
QV\MZ^QM_[_MZMXZWRMK\MLWVITIZOM

[KZMMV\PI\_I[TW_MZMLNZWU\PMKMQTQVOI\\PMJIKSWN \PM[\IOM<PMKTQX[
_MZMJZWSMV]XJaLQNNMZMV\ZW]\QVM[
IVLMIKP[MMUML\WZMXZM[MV\I
KMZ\IQVI[XMK\WN KWUU]VQKI\QWV.WZ
M`IUXTM#INM_KTQX[_MZMXTIaMLWN 
QV\MZ^QM_MM[\ITSQVOIJW]\\PMMNNMK\
\MKPVWTWOaPI[WVKWUU]VQKI\QWV
\PMVIKWQVKQLQVOLIVKMNWTTW_ML
1¼U\aXQKITTaWVM\WMVRWaPI^QVO
\WÅO]ZMW]\\PM[aUJWTQ[UWZ¹PQLLMVUMIVQVOºWN IXMZNWZUIVKMWZ
_WZSWN IZ\J]\NWZ\PMUW[\XIZ\
1NMT\XZM\\aTW[\_I\KPQVO\PM5IQV
;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\)9)NWTTW_ML\PM
[PW_IVLQ\_I[\PMV1ZMITQbML\PI\
M^MV\PMXIZ\[WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKM
1\PW]OP\1]VLMZ[\WWL_MZMUMIV\
\W[aUJWTQbM[WUM\PQVOMT[M1LQLV¼\
[MMU\WJMITWVMQV\PQVSQVO\PQ[I[

W\PMZI]LQMVKMUMUJMZ[[XWSMW]\\W
[PIZM\PMQZWXQVQWVWVTa\WÅVL\PI\
KMZ\IQVXQMKM_I[V¼\QV\MVLML\WOQ^M
\PI\UM[[IOM
,IVKMQ[[WUM\PQVO\PI\MIKPXMZ[WVM`XMZQMVKM[LQNNMZMV\Ta8MZ[WVITTa
1TQSMLIVKM[\PI\IZMUMIV\\W[MVLI
KMZ\IQVUM[[IOMIVLIUVW\IP]OM
NIVWN JMQVOTMN\\WUISM]XUaW_V
UMIVQVO0W_M^MZQ\_I[UILMKTMIZ
\PI\\PM5IQV;\ZMM\8ZWRMK\Q[I_WZSQVOXZWOZM[[\PI\_WV\JMKWUXTM\ML
]V\QT[W1I[[]UM\PMZMIZMITW\
WN KPIVOM[IPMILNWZ\PMXQMKM
1N aW]¼ZM[WUMWVM_PWTQSM[^MZa
[aUJWTQKKWV\MUXWZIZaLIVKQVO\PI\
TMI^M[aW]O]M[[QVO1_W]TLLMÅVQ\MTa
ZMKWUUMVLKPMKSQVOW]\):-6)
,IVKM[
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;\+TW]L:W`[MKWVLJI[MUIVIVL[PWZ\[\WX+PZQ[8I]T[TQLM[[INMTaQV\W\PQZLJI[MQV\PMÅZ[\QVVQVO;I\]ZLIaVQOP\I\2WM.IJMZ.QMTL

6W&ORXG5R[ßJKWWRLPSURYHVHFRQGKDOIUHFRUG
1VIJIKSIVLNWZ\POIUM?MLVM[LIa
VQOP\\PM:W`LMNMI\ML\PM*]KS[QVJIKS
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
\WJIKSOIUM[JaI[KWZMWN <PMZM_I[
I\W\ITWN PQ\[NZWUJW\P\MIU[<IVQMT]
The St. Cloud Rox had their ups and
LW_V[\PQ[_MMS)N\MZÅVQ[PQVO\PMÅZ[\PITN  >IbY]Mb<WVa;SRMN\MIVL-ZQS3WbMT
of the season with horrendous numbers and KWUJQVML\WOW _Q\PNW]ZZ]V[[KWZML
IVL[Q`:*1
a dismal 9-25 record, the Rox have started
<WLL2WPIV[MV_I[\PM[\IZ\QVOXQ\KPMZ
to pick it up in the second half of the
for the Rox and pitched six and two-thirds
season. The team is currently 9-9 and they
have continued to show some improvements QVVQVO[JMNWZMJMQVOZMTQM^ML?QTT.TWZ
XQ\KPML\PM[M^MV\PQVVQVOIVL<a2IKS[WV
W^MZ\PMXI[\KW]XTMOIUM[
XQ\KPMLI[KWZMTM[[MQOP\P\WMIZV\PM_QV
Maxon earned his ninth save of the season.
<PM*]KS[\WWSIVMIZTaTMILQV\PM
<PM5IVSI\W5WWVLWO[KIUM\W\W_V
ÅZ[\QVVQVO<PM:W`Y]QKSTaKIUMJIKS
5WVLIaVQOP\<PM:W`¼[*WW>I[Y]MbPQ\
PW_M^MZM^MVQVO\PM[KWZMQV\PM\WXWN \PM
I[WTWPWUMZ]VQV\PM[Q`\PQVVQVO\WPMTX
[MKWVL<PM*]KS[[\WTM\PMTMILJIKSQV\PM
the team cut into an early lead for Mankato
bottom of the third with two runs, but the
IN\MZ\PM5WWVLWO[[KWZMLNW]ZZ]V[QV\PM
:W`IOIQVIV[_MZMLJIKSQV\PM\WXWN \PM
\PQZLQVVQVO4I\MZ6QKS:I][QVOTML6QKS
<IVQMT]PWUMNWZ\PM:W`¼[[MKWVLZ]VTI\MZ NW]Z\P\W\QM\PMOIUM
<PM:W`[KWZMLIOIQVQV\PMÅN\P\W\ISM
QV\PI\[IUMQVVQVO\WK]\5IVSI\W¼[TMIL
IWVMZ]VTMIL]V\QT\PM*]KS[\QML\PMOIUM
to 6-2.
in the bottom of the seventh.
The Rox did not score the rest of the
>IbY]MbPIL\PMOIUM_QVVQVOPQ\QV
OIUM;\+TW]LTW[\JaIÅVIT[KWZMWN  
\PM\WXWN \PMVQV\P\PI\ÅVITTa\WWSLW_V
;\+TW]L[\IZ\QVOXQ\KPMZ)TM`:WJMZ\[
\PM*]KS[
XQ\KPML\_WQVVQVO[QVPQ[ÅN\P[\IZ\WN \PM
aMIZ0MOI^M]X\PZMMZ]V[WVR][\WVMPQ\
IVLITTW_ML\PZMM_ITS[QV\ISQVO\PMTW[[
<PM*]KS[I^WQLMLJMQVO[_MX\Ja\PM
:W`\PIVS[\W?I\MZTWW[\IZ\QVOXQ\KPMZ2ISM
Powers.
<PM:W`[\IZ\MLQ\[NW]ZOIUMZWIL\ZQX
8W_MZ[[\Z]KSW]\JI\\MZ[W^MZMQOP\
<]M[LIaZM\]ZVQVOPWUM;I\]ZLIaVQOP\
IVL\_W\PQZL[QVVQVO[
The team traveled to Waterloo to take on
;\+TW]L¼[)LIU5IZ\QVJZWSM]X\PM
\PM*]KS[QV_PI\_W]TLXZW^M\WJMIU]KP
[P]\W]\QV\PMVQV\PQVVQVO_Q\PIV:*1
JM\\MZOIUMNWZ\PM:W`\PIV\PMXZM^QW][
[QVOTM>IbY]MbILLML\_WUWZMZ]V[JMNWZM
LMNMI\QVO\PM*]KS[
\PM:W`ÅVITTa_MZMLMNMI\ML
;\+TW]L[\IZ\QVOXQ\KPMZBIKP0QZ[KP
_I[WVÅZM<]M[LIaVQOP\\W[[QVOMQOP\QVVQVO[WVTaITTW_QVONW]ZPQ\JITT[_Q\P[M^MV
<PM:W`XTIaMLJM\\MZWV.ZQLIaVQOP\
strikeouts and no walks. This marked the
IOIQV[\\PM:WKPM[\MZ0WVSMZ[4]KI[4WVO
\PQZL[\ZIQOP\[\IZ\\PI\0QZ[KPPI[TI[\ML
[\IZ\ML\PMJITTOIUMNWZ\PM:W`0MXQ\KPML
QV\W\PMMQOP\PQVVQVO_Q\PMIKPWN \PM
a seven-hitter with four strikeouts and one
\PZMM[\IZ\[ZM[]T\QVOQVI^QK\WZa
_ITSQV[Q`QVVQVO[
>I[Y]Mb_MV\_Q\PIV:*1IVL
St. Cloud came out with a 2-0 lead after
+PZQ[8I]T_MV\_Q\P\_W:*1NWZ\PM
4WVOKIUMW]\WN \PMJITTOIUM\PMV\PM
day.
Honkers scored three runs in the bottom of
8PQT1UPWT\M[KWZMLQV\PMÅZ[\QVVQVO
the seventh. After St. Cloud failed to retaliIVL6WZ\P_WWL[4MIO]M)TT;\IZ
ate, Rochester added a run in the bottom of
Andy Henkemeyer scored Paul on a triple.
\PMMQOP\P\W\ISMITMIL
;\+TW]L¼[)VLa5I`WVXQ\KPMLI
Henkemeyer hit a double to score on
[KWZMTM[[VQV\PQVVQVONWZPQ[MQOP\P[I^MWN 
1UPWT\MQV\PM\WXWN \PMVQV\PQVVQVO\WK]\
the season.
\PMTMIL\WJ]\\PM:W`KW]TLV¼\UISM
\PMÅVITX][P\W\ISM\PMTMILOQ^QVO\PM
Mark Schrom

Monday:

Thursday:

Tuesday:

Friday:

Wednesday:
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;\IZ\QVOXQ\KPMZ*QTTa;W]TMLMTQ^MZ[IXQ\KPL]ZQVO;I\]ZLIa¼[PWUMOIUM
Honkers the win.

WN \PMÅZ[\;\+TW]LTI\MZ[KWZMLQV\PM
ÅN\P_PMV8I]T[QVOTMLPWUM<a2IKS[WV
The Honkers retaliated in the seventh
<PM:W`ÅVITTaZM\]ZVMLPWUM;I\]ZLIa QVVQVO_Q\P\_WZ]V[J]\QV\PMJW\\WUWN 
VQOP\\W\ZaIVLZM\ITQI\MIOIQV[\\PM0WVS\PMVQV\P\PM:W`ÅVQ[PMLWNN \PM0WVSMZ[
MZ[IN\MZ.ZQLIa¼[TW[[
NWZOWWL
2WM.IJMZ.QMTL_I[XIKSML_Q\PW^MZ
:I]_I[WV\PQZLJI[M_PMV1UPWT\M
NIV[UIVa_MZM_MIZQVOXQVSI[\PM
laid down a bunt that forced a Honker error.
:W`_MZMXZWUW\QVOJZMI[\KIVKMZI_IZMPaul was intentionally walked to load the
VM[[)VIKIXMTTI[QVOQVOOZW]XLZM[[MLQV
JI[M[JZQVOQVO;SRMN\M\W\PMXTI\M)N\MZI
XQVS[IVO\PMVI\QWVITIV\PMU
\W]OPI\JI\;SRMN\M_I[_ITSMLWVI
“We are tickled pink to be invited to
XQ\KP\WJZQVOPWUM\PMOIUM_QVVQVOZ]V
\PMOIUMº[IQL>Q>QM[[MTUIVIUMUJMZ
from third base.
WN \PMIKIXMTTIOZW]X<PM:W`IT[WOI^M
<PM:W`IZMVW_\PZMMOIUM[W]\WN 
women a limited number of scoops at beÅZ[\XTIKMJMPQVL,]T]\PQV\PM[MKWVLPITN 
OQVVQVOWN \PMOIUMNWZIKPIVKM\WLQONWZ
of the season.
a $2,000 diamond.
After a .500 start to the second half of
¹<PM:W`LWITW\WN OZMI\\PQVO[\WXZW- \PM[MI[WV\PM:W`_QTTVMMLIUIRWZ[]ZOM
UW\MOZMI\KI][M[)T\PW]OP1LWPWXM1ÅVL \WZMIKPÅZ[\XTIKMQV\PM[\IVLQVO[<PM
\PMLQIUWVLº[IQL3I\PZaV;\QOUIWVMWN  Rox have Monday and Wednesday off this
\PMXIZ\KQXIV\[QV\PMOQ^MI_Ia
week.
Paul scored on Henkemeyer in the top

Saturday:

)LJKWLQJDQG00$KHDOWK\"<RXEHWWHUEHOLHYHLW
KW]TLJIZMTa_ITSNWZ_MMS[JMKI][MUaTMO[
_MZM[W[WZMNZWU\PM_WZSW]\[º
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
,M_Ma_MQOPMLIJW]\XW]VL[JMNWZM[\IZ\QVO\PM_WZSW]\[
The rise of mixed martial arts (MMA)
¹1LQLV¼\KWV\QV]MOWQVO\W\PMOaU[NWZ
Q[ÅVITTa[\IZ\QVO\WZMIKP\PMUIQV[\ZMIU
I_PQTM1[\IZ\MLX]VKPQVOIJIO1P]VOI\
media.
home, and ran on my own time, and lifted
<PM=TQ\UI\M.QOP\QVO+PIUXQWV[PQX
_MQOP\[6M^MZZMITTaLQM\MLR][\TQSML55)
=.+PI[VW_[QOVMLIUIRWZLMIT_Q\P
.7@\MTM^Q[QWVVM\_WZSIVLÅOP\[IZMJMQVO _WZSW]\[º
)N\MZUWV\P[WN _WZSW]\[,M_Ma¼[JWLa
broadcast live over network television.
_I[^MZaLQNNMZMV\0M_MQOPML!XW]VL[
<PM[\I\]ZMWN \PMUMVÅOP\QVOQ[
and was in better shape in every part of
unmatched in modern sports. They are at
PQ[JWLa,M_MaKZMLQ\[PQ[[]KKM[[\W\PM
IXPa[QKITXMISIVLOW\PZW]OPUWV\P[WN 
_WZSW]\[IVLPI[[\IZ\ML\ZIQVQVON]Z\PMZI\
ZQOWZW][\ZIQVQVO\WXZMXIZMNWZWVMÅOP\
\PMOaU
Their workouts are so intense, other profesPeople who practice MMA tend to look
[QWVIT[XWZ\[PI^M[\IZ\MLILIX\QVO\PMUQV\W
\PMQZZW]\QVM[<PM)\TIV\I.ITKWV[ZMKMV\Ta IVLNMMTPMIT\PQMZIN\MZILWX\QVO\PMXZWOZIU1\\MIKPM[[\]LMV\[[MTNKWV\ZWT[MTN
ILIX\ML55)_WZSW]\[NWZ6.4I\PTM\M[
:MO]TIZ55)\ZIQVQVO[\ZMVO\PMV[IVL LMNMV[MZM[XMK\IVLKW]ZIOMIVLXZWUW\M[
\WVM[U][KTM[Y]QKSTaZML]KQVO\PMJWLaNI\ a healthy lifestyle.
¹1[\IZ\MLOWQVO\W\PMOaU_IV\ML\W
WVWVM¼[JWLa*W`QVOJ]QTL[PIVLMaMKWWZLQVI\QWVITWVO_Q\P[\IUQVI55)_WZS[I[ OM\PMIT\PQMZIVL\PMaPIL55)KTI[[M[
1[\IZ\MLWVTaOWQVO\W\PW[MJMKI][M\PMa
I_MQOP\TW[[XZWOZIUJa_WZSQVO\PMJWLa
_WZSMLUM[WPIZLIVL1KW]TLNMMTIVL[MM
ZMTMV\TM[[TaITWVO_Q\PXZW^QLQVOQVKMV\Q^M
\PMZM[]T\[º[IQLBIKP2WPV[WV_PW[\IZ\ML
NWZMI\QVOPMIT\PQMZ
\PM_WZSW]\[IJW]\\PZMMUWV\P[IOW¹1
+PIZTQM,M_MaPI[JMMVIV55)NIV
TMIZVUWZMIVLUWZMM^MZaLIaº
for a number of years and started a MMA
?PM\PMZaW]¼ZMQV\W\PM_WZSW]\[WZ
ZW]\QVMI[[WUM\PQVON]V
TMIZVQVO\PM\MKPVQY]M[\W[XIZIVLIK\]ITTa
¹1[\IZ\MLOWQVO\W\PM55)OaULW_VÅOP\IVLLMNMVL55)_WZSW]\[KIVJM
\W_VIVL\PMa\I]OP\UMPW_\WXZWXMZTa
807<7+7=:<-;A7.;7=<0-);<);1)6.1/0<16/):<;)+),-5A
KWVL]K\UaZW]\QVM[?MOZIXXTMLX]VKPML JMVMÅKQIT
)UI\M]ZÅOP\MZ[_WZS\PMQZIJLWUQVITU][KTM[QVIVQV\MV[M_WZSW]\
JIO[IVL_WZSMLM^MZa[QVOTMJWLaXIZ\1
Mark Schrom

